How many regional parks in the southeast sector have you visited?
- Del Valle in Livermore
- Sunol Regional Wilderness in Sunol
- Shadow Cliffs in Pleasanton
- Las Trampas in San Ramon
- Brushy Peak in Livermore
- Sycamore Valley in Danville
- Bishop Ranch in San Ramon
- Dublin Hills in Dublin
- Pleasanton Ridge in Pleasanton

For info about all of our parks: http://www.ebparks.org/parks

Sunol Visitor Center is open weekends from 8:30am-4pm year-round

Program Key:
 bó = Parking fee may apply
 $6 Del Valle
 $6 Shadow Cliffs
 $5 Sunol (cash only)
 bo = Online registration
 $ = Small fee

Contact Us:
Email: SVISIT@ebparks.org
Telephone: 510-544-3249
U.S. Mail: 2500 Stanley Bl.
Pleasanton, CA 94566
OUTDOOR DISCOVERIES 🕹️ 🕹️
Sunol
Alex Collins
10:30am-12pm, Mon, Mar 9, Mar 23, Apr 13, Apr 27
Come explore the world around you in this hands-on preschool and home school nature series! We will discover, adventure and create in the outdoor classroom of Sunol. Ages 4-8yrs.
Registration is required.
Mar 9: Tracks on the Trail #28010
Mar 23: Puddle Jumpers #28015
Apr 13: Seeds of Sunol #28019
Apr 27: Flower Power #28023

PI DAY HIKE 🕹️ 🕹️ $
Sunol
Interpretive staff
10:30am-1:30pm, Sat, Mar 14, #28042
March 14th is known as the day to celebrate the mathematical constant 3.14, or Pi. It’s also a day to eat a lot of pie! Hike to high valley barn for a delicious celebration. Ages 7+yrs.
Pre-Registration is required. Res/Non-res $3.14

LAKESIDE LITTLES 🕹️
Shadow Cliffs
Ashley Adams
10-11am, Mon, Mar 16, Apr 20
11:30am-12:30pm, Mon, Mar 16, Apr 20
Bring your little ones out and discover nature. Each month we’ll explore a trail, look at bugs, search for birds, and much more. Let’s get outside! Parent/caregiver participation required. Ages 1-5yrs.

PARK ‘N PLAY 🕹️
Del Valle
Ashley Grenier
10am-12pm, Sun, Mar 22
Let’s play in the park! Bring your family and friends out for some fresh air, nature games, and wildlife exploration rain or shine.

FROGGY FRIENDS 🕹️
Sunol
Alex Collins
1-3pm, Sun, Mar 15
Jump into some fun, family-friendly frog activities and a hiking adventure to celebrate amazing amphibians!
SUNSET SAUNTER
Del Valle – Arroyo Road staging area
Interpretive staff
5:30-8pm, Sun, Mar 22
Celebrate spring and enjoy a sunset on this 2.5-mile evening hike. Search for animals that love to come out at dusk. Bring a flashlight and wear layers for the hike down. Best for 8+yrs.

WILDFLOWERS OF THE WILDERNESS 🌷
Sunol
Interpretive Staff
8:30-11:30am, Sat, Mar 28, Apr 4
8:30-11:30am, Sun, Apr 5, 26
Join us for a walk through the wild of Sunol as we discover the changing blooms of the season. The length and route will change based upon each week’s blooms.

WONDERFUL WILDFLOWER CRAFTS 🌷
Sunol
Interpretive Staff
10am-3pm, Every Sat & Sun, Mar 28 to Apr 6
Drop in and get crafty as we learn more about the beautiful blooms of these hills.

VALLEY STROLL 🌷
Sunol
Interpretive staff
2:30-3:30pm, every Sat and Sun, Mar 28 to Apr 26
Meander through the meadow and discover what is blooming on this family friendly wildflower stroll.
SUNOL TO MISSION PEAK – EARLY BLOOMERS 🌸 🌸 $  
Sunol  
Alex Collins  
8am-4pm, Sun, Mar 29, #28081  
Hike the beast from the East! Discover the beauty of early blooming wildflowers as we trek to Mission Peak from Sunol on this 10-mile adventure along the Ohlone Trail. Ages 10+yrs. Registration is required. Res/Non-res $2

LAS TRAMPAS WILDFLOWER WALK 🌸  
Las Trampas  
Interpretive staff  
9am-12:30pm, Sat, Apr 11, #28097  
Hike the hills of Las Trampas to discover the dazzling beauty of local wildflowers. Discover what makes these hills an ideal place for bountiful blooms. Ages 7+yrs. Registration is required.

EASTER AT SUNOL! 🐤  
Sunol  
Interpretive staff  
11am-3pm, Sun, Apr 12  
Celebrate Spring at Sunol! Hop on over to the park for a day of family fun!  
11am-3pm Ongoing Nature Crafts  
11am-12pm & 1-2pm Lawn Games  
12-1pm & 2-3pm Wildflower Stroll

SPRINGTIME STARGAZING  
Del Valle – Arroyo Road staging area  
Interpretive staff  
8-9:30pm, Sat, Apr 25  
Be dazzled by the constellations of the spring sky and see star clusters, nebulae, and Venus! Tri-Valley Stargazers will be there with telescopes. Bring blankets, flashlights, and dress in layers.